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Abstract: The class QMA plays a fundamental role in quantum complexity theory and it
has found surprising connections to condensed matter physics and in particular in the study
of the minimum energy of quantum systems. In this paper, we further investigate the class
QMA and its related class QCMA by asking what makes quantum witnesses potentially
more powerful than classical ones. We provide a definition of a new class, SQMA, where
we restrict the possible quantum witnesses to the "simpler" subset states, i.e. a uniform
superposition over the elements of a subset of n-bit strings. Surprisingly, we prove that this
class is equal to QMA, hence providing a new characterisation of the class QMA. We also
prove the analogous result for QMA(2) and describe a new complete problem for QMA and
a stronger lower bound for the class QMA1 .

1

Introduction

One of the notions at the heart of classical complexity theory is the class NP and the fact that deciding whether a boolean formula is satisfiable or not is NP-complete [6, 17]. The importance of
NP-completeness became apparent through the plethora of combinatorial problems that can be cast as
constraint satisfaction problems and shown to be NP-complete. Moreover, the famous PCP theorem [3, 4]
provided a new, surprising description of the class NP: any language in NP can be verified efficiently
by accessing probabilistically a constant number of bits of a polynomial-size witness. This opened the
way to showing that in many cases, approximating the solution of NP-hard problems remains as hard
as solving them exactly. An equivalent definition of the PCP theorem states that it remains NP-hard to
decide whether an instance of a constraint satisfaction problem is satisfiable or any assignment violates at
least a constant fraction of the constraints.
Not surprisingly, the quantum analog of the class NP, defined by Kitaev [15] and called QMA,
has been the subject of extensive study in the last decade. Many important properties of this class are
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known, including a strong amplification property and an upper bound of PP [18], as well as numerous
complete problems related to the ground state energy of different types of Hamiltonians [15, 14, 19, 7, 9].
Nevertheless, there are still many open questions about the class QMA, including whether it admits
perfect completeness or not.
Moreover, it is still wide-open if a quantum PCP theorem exists. One way to phrase the quantum PCP
theorem is that any problem in QMA can be verified efficiently by a quantum verifier accessing a constant
number of qubits of a polynomial-size quantum witness. Another way would be that the problem of
approximating the ground state energy of a local Hamiltonian within a constant is still QMA-hard. There
have been a series of results, mostly negative, towards the goal of proving or disproving the quantum
PCP theorem, but there is still no conclusive evidence [2].
Another important open question about the class QMA is whether the witness really need be a
quantum state or it is enough for the polynomial-time quantum verifier to receive a classical witness. In
other words, whether the class QMA is equal to the class QCMA, which is the class of problems that
are decidable by a polynomial-time quantum verifier who receives a polynomial-size classical witness.
Needless to say, resolving this question can also have implications to the quantum PCP theorem, since in
case the two classes are the same, the quantum witness can be replaced by a classical one, which may be
more easily checked locally. In addition, we know that perfect completeness is achievable for the class
QCMA [12].
In this paper, we investigate the class QMA by asking the following simple, yet fundamental question:
what makes a quantum witness potentially more powerful than a classical one? Is it the fact that to
describe a quantum state one needs to specify an exponential number of possibly different amplitudes? Is
it the different relative phases in the quantum state? Or is it something else altogether?
QMA with subset state witnesses. We provide a definition of a new class, where we restrict the quantum
witnesses to be as "classical" as possible, without having by definition an efficient classical description
(otherwise our class would be trivially equal to QCMA). All definitions and statements of the results are
made formal in their respective sections.
For any subset S ⊆ [d], we define the subset state |Si ∈ Cd , as the uniform superposition over the
elements of S. More precisely, |Si := √1 ∑i∈S |ii .
|S|

The class SQMA. A promise problem A = (Ayes , Ano ) is in SQMA (Subset state QMA) if for every
x ∈ Ayes ∪ Ano , there exists a polynomial time quantum verifier Vx , such that
• (completeness) for all x ∈ Ayes , there exists a subset state witness |Si, such that the verifier accepts
with probability at least 2/3.
• (soundness) for all x ∈ Ano and all quantum witnesses |ψi, the verifier accepts with probability at
most 1/3.
The only difference from QMA is that in the yes-instances, we ask that there exists a subset state
witness that makes the quantum verifier accept with high probability. In other words, an honest prover
need only provide such subset states, which in principle are conceptually simpler.
Notice, nevertheless, that the Group Non-Membership Problem is in SQMA, since the witness in the
known QMA protocol is a subset state [20]. Moreover, we can define a version of our class with two
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non-entangled provers, similarly to QMA(2), and we can again see that the protocol of Blier and Tapp
[5] which shows that any language in NP has a QMA(2) proof system with logarithmic size quantum
messages uses such subset states. Hence, even though the witnesses we consider are quite restricted,
some of the most interesting containments still hold for our class.
Even more surprisingly, our main result shows that SQMA is, in fact, equal to QMA and the same for
the two-prover case.
Result 1.

SQMA = QMA

and

SQMA(2) = QMA(2).

Hence, for any problem in QMA, the quantum witness can be a subset state. This provides a new way
of looking at QMA and shows that if quantum witnesses are more powerful than classical ones, then this
relies solely on the fact that a quantum witness can, in some sense, convey information about an arbitrary
subset of classical strings through a uniform superposition of its elements. On the other hand, one way
to prove that classical witnesses are as powerful as quantum witnesses, is to find a way to replace such
subset states with a classical witness, possibly by enforcing more structure on the accepting subset states.
n
Our proof relies on a geometric lemma, which shows, for instance, that for any unit vector in C2 ,
√
there exists a subset state, such that their inner product is Ω(1/ n). This lemma, in conjunction with
standard amplification techniques for QMA imply our main result.
Complete problems. The canonical QMA-complete problem is the following: Given a Hamiltonian
acting on an n-qubit system, which is a sum of "local" Hamiltonians each acting on a constant number
of qubits, decide whether the ground state energy is at most a or all states have energy at least b, where
b − a ≥ 1/poly(n). The first question is whether we can show that the same problem is complete if we
look at the energy of any subset state instead of the ground state. In fact, we do not know how to show
that this problem is complete: when we try to follow Kitaev’s proof of completeness and approximate
his history state with a subset state, we cannot retain a sufficient energy gap. Moreover, there exist
Hamiltonians with a low energy ground state, but the energy of all subset states is close to 1.
In this work, we provide one new complete problem for QMA related to subset states. This problem
is based on the QCMA-complete problem Identity Check on Basis States [23].
Result 2.

The following Basis State Check on Subset States problem is QMA-complete:

• Input: Let x be a classical description of a quantum circuit Zx on m qubits and y be an m0 -bit string,
where n := |x| and m0 ≤ m. Given the promise that x satisfies one of the following cases for some
polynomial1 q, decide which is true:
• Yes: there is a subset S such that k(hy| ⊗ I)Zx |Sik22 ≥ 1 − 1/q(n),
• No: for all subsets S, we have k(hy| ⊗ I)Zx |Sik22 ≤ 1/q(n).
Perfect completeness. Another important open question about QMA is whether it admits perfect
1 This

polynomial needs to have degree at least that of m (see Theorem 5.2 for a formal statement).
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completeness. Using our characterisation, this question can be reduced to the question of whether SQMA
is equal to SQMA1 . On one hand, the result of [1] can be used to show that there exists a quantum oracle
A relative to which these two classes are not equal, i.e., SQMAA 6= SQMAA1 . On the other hand, proving
perfect completeness for SQMA may be an easier problem to solve, since unlike QMA, the amplitudes
involved in the subset states are much easier to handle. Even though we are unable to prove perfect
completeness for SQMA, we prove perfect completeness for the following closely related class.
The class oSQMA. A promise problem A = (Ayes , Ano ) is in oSQMA (optimal Subset state QMA) if for
every x ∈ Ayes ∪ Ano , there exists a polynomial time quantum verifier Vx , such that
• (completeness) for all x ∈ Ayes , there exists a subset state witness |Si that maximizes the probability
the verifier accepts and this probability is at least 2/3.
• (soundness) for all x ∈ Ano and all quantum witnesses |ψi, the verifier accepts with probability at
most 1/3.
This class still contains the Group Non-Membership problem, while its two-prover version has short
proofs for NP. It remains open to understand whether demanding that a subset state is the optimal witness,
instead of just an accepting one, reduces the computational power of the class. Moreover, these two
classes coincide in the case of perfect completeness, since all accepting witnesses are also optimal. We
prove that the class oSQMA admits perfect completeness, which implies a stronger lower bound for the
class QMA1 than the previously known QCMA bound.
Result 3.

SQMA1 = oSQMA1 = oSQMA

and hence,

oSQMA ⊆ QMA1 ⊆ QMA.

The fact that for the class oSQMA there exists a subset state which is an optimal witness implies
that the maximum acceptance probability is rational and moreover, it is the maximum eigenvalue of the
verifier’s operator. These two facts enable us to extend the rewind technique used by Kobayashi, Le Gall
and Nishimura [16] and prove our result.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Definitions

Let Σ = {0, 1}. For n ∈ N, we define [n] := {1, ..., n}. The Hilbert-Schmidt or trace inner product between
two operators A and B is defined as hA, Bi = Tr(A† B). For a complex number x = a + ib, a, b ∈ R, we
√
1
define its norm |x| by a2 + b2 . For a vector |vi ∈ Cd , its p-norm is defined as k|vikp := ∑1≤i≤d |vi | p p .
√
For an operator A, the trace norm is kAktr := Tr A† A, which is the sum of the singular values of A.
We now state two identities which we use in our analysis. For normalized |vi , |wi ∈ Cd , we have
max |hC, |vi hv| − |wi hw|i| =

0CI

1
k|vi hv| − |wi hw|ktr ,
2
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since |vi hv| − |wi hw| has largest eigenvalue λ ≥ 0, smallest eigenvalue −λ , and the rest are 0, and the
trace norm of a Hermitian matrix is the sum of the absolute values of its eigenvalues. We also have that
for |vi , |wi ∈ Cd ,
q
k|vi hv| − |wi hw|ktr = 2 1 − |hv|wi|2 .

2.2

(2.2)

Complexity classes and complete problems

We start by defining the known quantum complexity classes we will study and a complete problem.
Definition 2.1 (QMA). A promise problem A = (Ayes , Ano ) is in QMA if and only if there exist polynomials p, q and a polynomial-time uniform family of quantum circuits { Qn }, where Qn takes as input a
string x ∈ Σ∗ with |x| = n, a p(n)-qubit quantum state, and q(n) ancilla qubits in state |0i⊗q(n) , such that:
• (completeness) If x ∈ Ayes , then there exists a p(n)-qubit quantum state |ψi such that Qn accepts
(x, |ψi) with probability at least 2/3.
• (soundness) If x ∈ Ano , then for any p(n)-qubit quantum state |ψi, Qn accepts (x, |ψi) with
probability at most 1/3.
We can restrict QMA in order to always accept yes-instances, a property called perfect completness.
Definition 2.2 (QMA1 ). A promise problem A = (Ayes , Ano ) is in QMA1 if and only if there exist
polynomials p, q and a polynomial-time uniform family of quantum circuits { Qn }, where Qn takes as
input a string x ∈ Σ∗ with |x| = n, a p(n)-qubit quantum state, and q(n) ancilla qubits in state |0i⊗q(n) ,
such that:
• (completeness) If x ∈ Ayes , then there exists a p(n)-qubit quantum state |ψi such that Qn accepts
(x, |ψi) with probability exactly 1.
• (soundness) If x ∈ Ano , then for any p(n)-qubit quantum state |ψi, Qn accepts (x, |ψi) with
probability at most 1/3.
Another way we can restrict QMA is only allowing classical witnesses, resulting in the definition of
the class QCMA (sometimes also referred to as MQA [21, 8]).
Definition 2.3 (QCMA). A promise problem A = (Ayes , Ano ) is in QCMA if and only if there exist
polynomials p, q and a polynomial-time uniform family of quantum circuits { Qn }, where Qn takes as
input a string x ∈ Σ∗ with |x| = n, a p(n)-bit string, and q(n) ancilla qubits in state |0i⊗q(n) , such that:
• (completeness) If x ∈ Ayes , then there exists a p(n)-bit string y such that Qn accepts (x, y) with
probability at least 2/3.
• (soundness) If x ∈ Ano , then for any p(n)-bit string y, Qn accepts (x, y) with probability at most
1/3.
We state here one QCMA-complete problem, the Identity Check on Basis States problem [23].
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Definition 2.4 (Identity Check on Basis States [23]). Let x be a classical description of a quantum circuit
Zx on m qubits. Given the promise that Zx satisfies one of the following cases for µ − δ ≥ 1/poly(|x|),
decide which one is true:
• either there is a binary string z such that | hz| Zx |zi |2 ≤ 1 − µ, i.e., Zx does not act as the identity on
the basis states,
• or for all binary strings z, | hz| Zx |zi |2 ≥ 1 − δ , i.e., Zx acts “almost” as the identity on the basis
states.
We also consider the two (unentangled) provers version of QMA, defined below.
Definition 2.5 (QMA(2)). A promise problem A = (Ayes , Ano ) is in QMA(2) if and only if there exist
polynomials p, q and a polynomial-time uniform family of quantum circuits { Qn }, where Qn takes as
input a string x ∈ Σ∗ with |x| = n, two unentangled p(n)-qubit quantum states, and q(n) ancilla qubits in
state |0i⊗q(n) , such that:
• (completeness) If x ∈ Ayes , then there exists two unentangled p(n)-qubit quantum states |ψi and
|φ i such that Qn accepts (x, |ψi , |φ i) with probability at least 2/3.
• (soundness) If x ∈ Ano , then for any two unentangled p(n)-qubit quantum states |ψi and |φ i, Qn
accepts (x, |ψi , |φ i) with probability at most 1/3.

3

Subset state approximations

In this section we state and prove the Subset State Approximation Lemma which intuitively says that any
quantum state can be well-approximated by a subset state, defined below.
Definition 3.1. For a subset S ⊆ [d], a subset state, denoted here as |Si ∈ Cd , is a uniform superposition
over the the elements of S. More specifically, it has the form
1
|Si := p ∑ |ii .
|S| i∈S
We now state and prove a useful technical lemma.
Lemma 3.2 (Geometric Lemma). For a vector v ∈ Cd , there exists a subset S ⊆ [d] such that
1
p
|S|

∑ vj
j∈S

kvk2
≥ p
.
8 log2 (d) + 3

Proof. If v = 0, the lemma statement is trivially true. Suppose v ∈ Cd is a nonzero vector and decompose
v into real and imaginary parts as v = u + iw, where u, w ∈ Rd . Note that
kvk2 ≤ kuk2 + kwk2 ,
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by the triangle inequality, implying at least one has norm at least kvk2 /2. Let us say it is u (the argument
for w proceeds analogously). We now partition u into positive and negative entries such that u = x − y
where x, y ≥ 0 and are orthogonal. By the same argument as above, we know at least one has norm at
least kvk2 /4. Without loss of generality, suppose it is x.
Let T denote the support of x, i.e., j ∈ T if and only if x j > 0. The idea is to partition T into a small
number of sets, where the entries x j that belong to each set are roughly the same size, and the sum of the
entries corresponding to one set is a large enough fraction of the norm of the entire vector.
More precisely, let us partition T into the following sets:




kxk2
kxk2
kxk2
Tk := j ∈ T : k < x j ≤ k−1 , for k ∈ [γ], Tγ+1 := j ∈ T : 0 < x j ≤ γ
2
2
2
l
m
for γ := log2 (d)+1
. We have
2

∑

2

(x j ) =

kxk22 −

j∈∪k∈[γ] Tk

∑

2

(x j ) ≥

j∈Tγ+1

kxk2
kxk22 − d 2γ 2
2

=

kxk22



d
1 − 2γ .
2

This implies that there exists k0 ∈ [γ] such that
kxk22
(x
)
≥
j
∑
γ
j∈T 0
2

k



d
1 − 2γ .
2

Using the definition of Tk , we have
kxk22
|T | 2(k0 −1) ≥
2
k0

kxk22
∑ (x j ) ≥ γ
j∈T 0
2

k



d
1 − 2γ ,
2

which implies the following lower bound for the size of Tk0
0

22(k −1)
|Tk0 | ≥
γ



d
1 − 2γ .
2

(3.1)

Using again the definition of Tk and Equation (3.1), we have
r
p
0
|Tk0 | kxk2 kxk2 2(k −1)
kvk2
1
d
p
xj ≥
≥
1 − 2γ ≥ p
.
0
0√
∑
k
k
2
2
2 γ
|Tk0 | j∈Tk0
8 log2 (d) + 3
Let S := Tk0 and s be the vector where s j = √1 if j ∈ S and 0 otherwise. We have
|S|

1
p
|S|

∑ vj
j∈S

1
= |hs, vi| = |hs, ui + ihs, wi| ≥ |hs, ui| = p
|S|

∑ xj
j∈S

kvk2
≥ p
8 log2 (d) + 3

as desired.
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The technique used above of splitting the amplitudes into sets is similar to a proof in [11] which
showed a result for approximating bipartite states by a uniform superposition of their Schmidt basis
vectors. Note that our result holds for any state and, since we are concerned with a particular fixed basis,
we need to deal with arbitrary complex amplitudes.
Lemma 3.3 (Subset State Approximation Lemma). For any n-qubit state |ψi, there is a subset S ⊆ [N],
1
.
where N := 2n , such that |hS|ψi| ≥ √
8 n+3
Remark 3.4. We can further assume the size of the subset is a power of 2 and lose at most a constant
factor in the approximation (equal to 21 ).
We also show that this approximation factor is optimal by presenting an n-qubit state |ψn i, for any n,
where the above bound is tight (up to constant factors). In high level, the state has 2` basis states with
amplitude √ 1√ ` , for 0 ≤ ` ≤ n, and hence, each of these n subsets of basis states has only a 1/n fraction
n 2
of the total “weight” and the amplitudes between different subsets are sufficiently different.
Lemma 3.5. For any n, define the following n-qubit state
|ψn i :=
Then we have that hψn |Si ≤

√
2+
√ 2,
n

1
√ √ blog ic |ii .
1≤i≤2n −1 n 2

∑

for all S ⊆ [2n ].

Proof. We see that the amplitudes are non-increasing and thus a subset state that would approximate it
the best would be of the form S = [m]
for some m ≤ 2n − 1. Thus, we prove now that for all m, S = [m]
√
gives an approximation of at most √2+2
.
n
Let k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} be such that 2k ≤ m ≤ 2k+1 − 1. We see that


√  √
√
k+1
2k+1 −1
k
k
m
1+ 2
2 −1
1
2t
1
2t
√
,
∑ √n√2blog ic ≤ ∑ √n√2blog ic = ∑ √n√2t = ∑ √n =
n
i=1
i=1
t=0
t=0
where the last equality follows from the formula for a truncated geometric series. We have

 
√  √
√ √
k+1 − 1
m
1
+
2
2
1
+
2
2k+1 2 + √2
1
1
√ ∑√ √
≤
≤
= √ ,
√ √ k
√ √ k
m i−1 n 2blog ic
n
n 2
n 2
as desired.

4

Alternative characterisations of QMA and QMA(2)

In this section, we prove that QMA and its two-prover variant can be characterized such that they accept
subset states. We start by defining formally the new complexity class that is by definition contained in
QMA.
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Definition 4.1 (SQMA). A promise problem A = (Ayes , Ano ) is in SQMA if and only if there exist
polynomials p, q and a polynomial-time uniform family of quantum circuits { Qn }, where Qn takes as
input a string x ∈ Σ∗ with |x| = n, a p(n)-qubit quantum state, and q(n) ancilla qubits in state |0i⊗q(n) ,
such that:
• (completeness) If x ∈ Ayes , then there exists a subset S ⊆ [2q(n) ] such that Qn accepts (x, |Si) with
probability at least 2/3.
• (soundness) If x ∈ Ano , then for any p(n)-qubit quantum state |ψi, Qn accepts (x, |ψi) with
probability at most 1/3.
Remark. Note that we restricted the witness only in the completeness criterion. In fact, it is straightforward to adapt any QMA protocol to have a subset state being an optimal witness in the soundness
criterion. For example, the prover can send an extra qubit with the original witness and the verifier can
measure it in the computational basis. If the outcome is 0, he continues verifying the proof. If it is 1,
he flips a coin and accepts with probability, say, 1/3. It is easy to see that an optimal witness for the
soundness probability is the string of all 1’s, which is classical, hence a subset state! Therefore, restricting
the proofs in the completeness criterion is the more natural and interesting case.
We prove now that, surprisingly, this restriction does not change the computational power of QMA.
Theorem 4.2. QMA = SQMA.
Proof. We have trivially that SQMA ⊆ QMA by definition, thus we only need to show that QMA ⊆
SQMA.
Suppose we have a QMA protocol which verifies a p(n)-qubit proof |ψi with the two-outcome
POVM measurement {C, I −C}. More precisely, without loss of generality, we assume that there exists a
polynomial r such that if x ∈ Ayes , there exists a state |ψi such that hψ|C |ψi ≥ 1 − 2−r(n) and if x ∈ Ano ,
we have for every |ψi, that hψ|C |ψi ≤ 2−r(n) . We show that the same verification above accepts a subset
state with probability at least Ω(1/p(n)), from which we conclude that the same instance can be decided
with a SQMA protocol using standard error reduction techniques.
If x ∈ Ano there is nothing to show (since the soundness condition for QMA and SQMA coincide).
Suppose x ∈ Ayes and let |ψi be a proof which maximizes the acceptance probability. We then use
the Subset State Approximation Lemma (Lemma 3.3) to approximate |ψi with |Si, where S ⊆ [2 p(n) ],
satisfies:
1
|hψ|Si| ≥ p
(4.1)
8 p(n) + 3
We now show that the acceptance probability of |Si is not too small. Note that
hS|C |Si = hC, |Si hS|i = hC, |ψi hψ|i − hC, |ψi hψ| − |Si hS|i

(4.2)

and since hC, |ψi hψ|i ≥ 1 − 2−r(n) , we concentrate now on bounding hC, |ψi hψ| − |Si hS|i. Clearly, we
have
1
hC, |ψi hψ| − |Si hS|i ≤ max |hC, |ψi hψ| − |Si hS|i| = k|ψi hψ| − |Si hS|ktr ,
(4.3)
0CI
2
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where the last equality comes from Equation (2.1).
We now have
q
k|ψi hψ| − |Si hS|ktr = 2

1 − |hψ|Si|2 ≤ 2 − |hψ|Si|2 ,

(4.4)

where
the equality follows from Equation (2.2) and the inequality from the fact that, for x ≥ 0, we have
√
1 − x2 ≤ 1 − x2 /2. Combining Equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4), we have
 1
1
1
2 − |hψ|Si|2 = |hψ|Si|2 − 2−r(n) ≥
− 2−r(n) .
2
2
128(p(n) + 3)


1
, as required.
Thus, |Si is accepted with probability Ω
p(n)
hS|C |Si ≥ 1 − 2−r(n) −

We now define formally the class SQMA(2).
Definition 4.3 (SQMA(2)). A promise problem A = (Ayes , Ano ) is in SQMA(2) if and only if there exist
polynomials p, q and a polynomial-time uniform family of quantum circuits { Qn }, where Qn takes as
input a string x ∈ Σ∗ with |x| = n, two unentangled p(n)-qubit quantum states, and q(n) ancilla qubits in
state |0i⊗q(n) , such that:
• (completeness) If x ∈ Ayes , then there exists two subsets S, T ⊆ [2 p(n) ] such that Qn accepts
(x, |Si , |T i) with probability at least 2/3.
• (soundness) If x ∈ Ano , then for any two unentangled p(n)-qubit quantum states |ψi and |φ i, Qn
accepts (x, |ψi , |φ i) with probability at most 1/3.
Theorem 4.4. QMA(2) = SQMA(2).
Proof. We can use error reduction techniques [10] to assume the completeness and soundness of the
QMA(2) protocol are 1 − 2−r(n) and 2−r(n) , respectively, for some polynomial r. If we approximate both
witnesses using subset states and use the same analysis from the one-prover case, we have an inverse
polynomial gap between completeness (using the two subset state witnesses) and the soundness. One can
again use the error reduction techniques from [10] since the witnesses (in the reduced error protocol) can
be a tensor product of these subset states.

5

A QMA-complete problem based on subset states

In this section, we give a complete problem for QMA based on circuits mapping subset states to a basis
state. This is similar to the QCMA-complete problem Identity Check on Basis States (see Definition 2.4).
Definition 5.1 (Basis State Check on Subset States (BSCSS(α))). Let x be a classical description of a
quantum circuit Zx on m(n) input qubits and a(n) ancilla qubits, and y be an m0 (n)-bit string, such that
n := |x|, m, a, and m0 are bounded by polynomials and m0 ≤ m + a. Given the promise that x satisfies one
of the following cases, decide which is true:
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• either there exists a subset S ⊆ [2m(n) ] such that
(hy| ⊗ I)Zx |Si |0i⊗a(n)

2
2

≥ 1 − α,

• or for all subsets S ⊆ [2m(n) ], we have
(hy| ⊗ I)Zx |Si |0i⊗a(n)

2
2

≤ α.

Theorem 5.2. For any polynomial r, the problem BSCSS is QMA-complete for 2−r(n) ≤ α ≤

1
257(m(n)+3) .

Before we prove this result, we first motivate why we study this problem. At first glance, it looks very
similar to a trivial complete problem for QMA. However, BSCSS only considers subset states in both
the yes and no-instances, as opposed to arbitrary states for the version for QMA. Moreover, one may
ask what happens to the computational power of SQMA if one were to restrict to only rejecting subset
states in the soundness criterion in the definition. The bounds on α in the theorem above give bounds on
the completeness-soundness gap required for this modified definition of SQMA to still be equivalent to
QMA.
To prove the theorem, we show SQMA-hardness and containment in SQMA separately. The result
then follows since SQMA = QMA.
Lemma 5.3. The problem BSCSS is in SQMA for α ≤

1
257(m(n)+3) .

Proof. The SQMA verification is as follows. First, the verifier receives a state |ψi, applies Zx to
|ψi |0i⊗a(n) , then measures the whole state in the computational basis to see if the outcome agrees with y
on the m0 bits.
Suppose we have a yes-instance of BSCSS. Then we know there exists a subset state which accepts with probability 1 − α. Now suppose we have a no-instance of BSCSS. We know that for all
subset states |Si, (hy| ⊗ I)Zx |Si |0i⊗a(n)
2

2
2

≤ α. We now show that there is no state |ψi such that

(hy| ⊗ I)Zx |ψi |0i⊗a(n) is “large”. Fix an arbitrary state |ψi and let |Si be a subset state with overlap
2
p
at least 1/(8 m(n) + 3) from the Subset State Approximation Lemma (Lemma 3.3). We start with
noticing that
(hy| ⊗ I)Zx |ψi |0i⊗a(n)

2
2


= hTrA (I ⊗ |0i h0|A )Zx† (|yi hy| ⊗ I)Zx (I ⊗ |0i h0|A ) , |ψi hψ|i,

where A is the a(n)-qubit register the ancilla qubits act on. By a similar analysis as in the proof of
Lemma 4.2, we have that



1
†
hTrA (I ⊗ |0i h0|A )Zx (|yi hy| ⊗ I)Zx (I ⊗ |0i h0|A ) , |ψi hψ|i ≤ α + 1 −
128(m(n) + 3)
1
= 1+α −
.
128(m(n) + 3)
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1
Therefore, any proof succeeds with probability at most 1 + α − 128(m(n)+3)
. The gap between the
completeness and soundness is therefore at least


1
1
(1 − α) − 1 + α −
= −2α +
= Ω(1/m(n)),
128(m(n) + 3)
128(m(n) + 3)
1
using the assumption that α ≤ 257(m(n)+3)
. We can use standard error reduction techniques to put this
protocol into SQMA, as desired.

Lemma 5.4. For any polynomial r, the problem BSCSS is QMA-hard for 2−r(n) ≤ α ≤ 1/3.
Proof. Fix a polynomial r and take any SQMA verification circuit where we assume the following
modifications have been made:
• The unitary acts on an m(n)-qubit proof and an a(n)-qubit ancilla register A.
• All measurements are deferred until the end of the verification. Denote the cumulative unitary the
verifier applies as V .
• We assume the verifier has a special register, O, at the end containing the outcome of the verification.
He then measures it in the computational basis and accepts on outcome 1 and rejects on outcome 0.
• The completeness of the protocol is least 1 − 2−r(n) and the soundness is at most 2−r(n) .
Then, we define the string y as the single bit |1iO , i.e., m0 = 1 here. Then, for the SQMA protocol, we see
the acceptance probability of a state |ψi is precisely
(hy| ⊗ I)V |ψi |0i⊗a(n)

2
2

.

We now let (V, y) be an instance of BSCSS with 2−r(n) ≤ α ≤ 1/3. We see that the size of the
descriptions of V and y, as well as m, a, and m0 , are at most polynomial in the size of the SQMA input. It
is clear from the definition of SQMA, that yes-instances of SQMA are mapped to yes-instances of the
instance of BSCSS and similarly no-instances are mapped to no-instances. Thus, solving this instance of
BSCSS decides the SQMA protocol, as desired.

6

On the perfectly complete version of SQMA

In this section, we study the version of SQMA with perfect completeness, namely SQMA1 . Even though
we do not prove here that SQMA admits perfect completeness (i.e., SQMA = SQMA1 ), we characterise
SQMA1 showing that it is equal to a variant of SQMA where there is an optimal subset state witness.
Definition 6.1 (oSQMA). A promise problem A = (Ayes , Ano ) is in oSQMA if and only if there exist
polynomials p, q and a polynomial-time uniform family of quantum circuits { Qn }, where Qn takes as
input a string x ∈ Σ∗ with |x| = n, a p(n)-qubit quantum state, and q(n) ancilla qubits in state |0i⊗q(n) ,
such that:
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• (completeness) If x ∈ Ayes , then there exists a subset S ⊆ [2 p(n) ] such that Qn accepts (x, |Si) with
probability at least 2/3 and this subset state maximizes the acceptance probability over all states.
• (soundness) If x ∈ Ano , then for any p(n)-qubit quantum state |ψi, Qn accepts (x, |ψi) with
probability at most 1/3.
We remark that the perfectly complete versions of SQMA and oSQMA coincide since in both
cases there is an optimal subset state witness for yes-instances which leads to acceptance probability 1.
Analogous to the notation for QMA1 and SQMA1 , we denote the perfectly complete version of oSQMA
as oSQMA1 .
We now state a theorem characterizing SQMA1 which provides a stronger lower bound for QMA1 .
Theorem 6.2. SQMA1 = oSQMA1 = oSQMA

and hence,

oSQMA ⊆ QMA1 ⊆ QMA.

This theorem is proven using a framework very similar to the works of Jordan, Kobayashi, Nagaj and
Nishimura [12] and also Kobayashi, Le Gall and Nishimura [16].
The idea is to use the Rewinding Technique [22][13][16] in order to achieve perfect completeness.
For using this technique we need a quantum circuit that has maximum acceptance probability 12 for yesinstances. In order to construct such a circuit we first show that if the oSQMA verifier uses a specific set
of gates, then the maximum acceptance probability for a yes-instance is rational and exactly describable
using polynomially many bits.
Lemma 6.3. If an oSQMA verifier uses only Hadamard, Toffoli and NOT gates, the maximum acceptance
probability for yes-instances has the form qp , for p, q ∈ N, and log p, log q ≤ l(|x|) for some polynomial l.
Proof. As noticed in [12], if we apply a quantum circuit that consists only of Hadamard, Toffoli, and NOT
kj
gates on the computational basis state |ii, the final superposition will be of the form ∑ ir | ji for some
j 22
j
ki ∈ Z and r ∈ N, such that r is polynomially bounded. Thus, for an optimal oSQMA witness √1 ∑ |ii
|S|

i∈S

kij

1
we have that the final state is p ∑ ∑ r | ji. Therefore, the maximum acceptance probability is
|S| i∈S j 2 2
!2

∑ ∑ kij

j∈A

i∈S

|S|2r

,

where A is the subset of computational basis states such that the output qubit is |1i (the measurement
outcome where the verifier accepts). It follows that the acceptance probability is rational and succinct.
In this case, the prover can send a classical description of the maximum acceptance probability in
the original protocol, together with the original (optimal) subset state proof. Let ax be the maximum
acceptance probability of the input x in the original protocol and qp be the value claimed by the prover to
be the maximum acceptance probability. The verifier first checks if qp ≥ 23 , and rejects otherwise.
We can create a new Verifier circuit that flips r + 1 quantum coins, for the smallest r such that 2r ≥ q,
and either
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1. accepts with probability

2r −p
,
2r+1

2. rejects with probability

2r −q+p
,
2r+1

or

3. runs the original protocol with probability

q
.
2r+1

For a yes-instance, the prover is honest and sends the correct value
probability of the new Verifier circuit is exactly

p
q

= ax . The maximum success

q p 1
2r − p
+ r+1 · = .
r+1
2
2
q 2
For a no-instance the success probability is at most
2r − p
q
2r − p
q 1
2r
q
1
1
5
+
·
a
≤
+
·
≤
−
≤ −
=
,
x
2r+1
2r+1
2r+1
2r+1 3 2r+1 3 · 2r+1 2 12 12
where we used the fact that the maximum acceptance probability ax in the original protocol is at most 13 ,
p
2
r
q ≥ 3 (which can be verified with probability 1) and that 2q ≥ 2 , by definition.
Then, as we said, we can apply the Rewinding Technique with this new Verifier, and achieve perfect
completeness. For this, we change the initial projector to have all zeroes in the coin register and the
corresponding acceptance projector as described above. For further and explicit details of why such a
protocol attains perfect completeness, we refer the reader to reference [16] (in particular, Propositions 17
and 18).

7

Conclusions

Our results provide a new way of looking at the class QMA and provide some insight on the power of
quantum witnesses. It shows that all quantum witnesses can be replaced by the "simpler" subset states, a
fact that may prove helpful both in the case of a quantum PCP and for proving that QMA admits perfect
completeness, towards which we have provided some more partial results. Of course, the main question
remains open: Are quantum witnesses more powerful than classical ones and if so, why? What we know
now, are some things that do not make the quantum witnesses more powerful, for example arbitrary
amplitudes or relative phases.
We conclude by stating some open problems. First, can we restrict the quantum witnesses even
further? In addition, even though we proved SQMA(2) = QMA(2), we are unable to use this result to
show a better upper bound than NEXP, the best upper bound currently known. Also, can we prove perfect
completeness for QMA through our new characterisation? Last, can we obtain other complete problems
for QMA, possibly related to finding the energy of subset states of local Hamiltonians?
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